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My name is Julian. I’m a language
nut. I like science, even though I
don’t understand or get all of it. I
love people and what makes them tick.
Culturally, I love to indulge in arts
in any way shape or form. It’ll take
me while remembering your name, but
I think that’s alright. I see myself
as a creative craftsman in advertising
and all things visible. Autodidact
is my middle name and I dabble in
animation. My core skills lie within
artworking and print production.

Visually conveying a message is
a thing I love doing, as much as
the latter. Apart from engaging in
graphics commercially; I stepped foot
in the world of music at an early age
playing drums and guitar. Even though
love playing blues, I’m still a sucker
for some punkrock and metal every now
and again, and can’t sit still when
there’s some good EDM on.
Wanna know more? Just drop me a line
or call me and I’m happy to reply to
any enquiries you might have.
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This portfolio is a testimony of graphic craftsmanship spanning from concept to
production, including yet not limiting to; retouching, artworking and graphic design.

DESIGN RETOUCH ANIMATION ARTWORK
CLIENT : IRIS AMSTERDAM - SXSW
JOB
:	
The annual Iris/SxSW event called
for branding to convey 2018’s
theme “Technology as a human
extension”.

In collaboration with the art
director we chose to combine
a striking visual with graphic
elements as a base for all
comunication. The collateral for
the event ranged from digital
invites and promo’s to dressing
the event at the Tobacco Theater.

CLICK FOR ANIMATION
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DESIGN ARTWORK COLOURING
CLIENT : BACKGAMMON
JOB
:	
For pop/rock band Backgammon I was asked to
create their debut album artwork. The basis
for the artwork was a collection of holiday
pictures from two of the bandmate’s grandmother
featured prominently on the cover. Matching the
inspiration for the music I used a rough and
crafted aesthetic reminiscent of the bluesy
and rock and roll feel of the sixtees. Using
a Triumph typewriter and colourizing black and
white photos made this album a great passion
project.
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DESIGN ARTWORK
CLIENT : HAGEMAN FAMILY
JOB
:	
For the to be wedded couple Floris & Judith I was asked
to design their wedding invitation. F. Scott Fitgerald’s
novel The Great Gatsby served as the main inspiration for
the artwork and typography printed in goldfoil, with the
back artwork serving as a symbol of the couple intertwining.

ART DIRECTION DESIGN ARTWORK
CLIENT : ADIDAS GLOBAL
JOB
: 
The 2016 ‘Not Made For Normal’ campaign
for the adidas Clima brand asked for a yearround visual mechanic to convey the 365/24/7
nature of the productrange. Within the
adidas brand guidelines sits a lot of room
to give an artistic look and feel matching
the overarching ‘Calling all creators’
tagline.
Next to brand messaging the visual language
is comprised of 4 elements representing
weather, talent, action and location.
These 4 elements are organically juxtaposed
to convey the creative nature of the brand.
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On top of art direction I’ve developed all
collateral for global activation in Retail,
OOH and Online.
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Icons

The icons on this page are a collection
of premium-looking examples meant to
inspire markets should they choose to
design their own series of icons.
Icons have the potential to be used for
multiple purposes (like retail material,
catalogues and packaging). You may
design and apply your icons any way
you see fit, but using colours from our
approved colour palette is mandatory.
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global marketing team.
Installation
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DESIGN ARTWORK RETOUCHING
CLIENT : IRIS AMSTERDAM / MAXI-COSI
JOB
: 
As part of the Maxi-Cosi rebrand my role was
to design an icon set, direct and retouch the
photography treatment of the image database and
artwork the digital brandbook.
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DESIGN ARTWORK
CLIENT : G-STAR RAW
JOB
: 
For G-Star RAW’s global marketing
I’ve been designing and artworking
for digital, print, retail and OOH
communications.

DESIGN ANIMATION ARTWORK
CLIENT : IRIS AMSTERDAM / ADIDAS
JOB
: 
For the Benelux launch of
the Nemeziz football boot we
developed a campaign based of
the fact that the boot is ‘NOT
MADE FOR YOU’ and challenge
aspiring footballers via social
media and real life events
across Benelux to show off
their tricks on the pitch.
I’ve designed, animated and
artworked collateral for both
social media and multiple live
events running up to the finale
in the Johan Cruyff Arena.
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This campaign was honoured
with a Bronze Clio Award in
Sports.

CLICK FOR CASEFILM

ART DIRECTION DESIGN ARTWORK PHOTOGRAPHY
CLIENT : IRIS AMSTERDAM / ADIDAS / AJAX
JOB
: 
For the FC Ajax 2017 kit launch
my role was to art direct, design
& artwork the key visual and TTL
collateral to launch the campaign
across the Benelux market.
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As a personal touch I took on
the challenge to photograph
architectural ornaments to
incorporate as visual elements in
the key visual.

ART DIRECTION DESIGN ARTWORK
CLIENT : ALZHEIMER NEDERLAND
JOB
: A
lzheimer Nederland’s research found the need for
a diagnostic tool for alzheimers disease within the
Dutch immigrant community. My role was to produce
the webApp Along with art direction, design and
artworking the webApp and its promotional collateral
for digital and print.
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Following the succes of this tool Alzheimer
Nederland asked for the development of an offline
version for medical professionals which had more
features and options for customised consults with
patients.
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DESIGN ARTWORK
CLIENT : IRIS WORLDWIDE - HEINEKEN
:	
As part of Heineken’s BTL
JOB
campaigns across several
of Heineken’s brands, my
role was to design and
artwork all BTL assets both
digital and print aswel as
consolidating the campaign
strategy and assets into
a ‘playbook’ for campaign
roll-out.

CONTACT
You can reach out
to me through the
following channels

GRAPHIC DESIGN
BRAND DESIGN		
UX/UI DESIGN
ART DIRECTION
ARTWORKING ONLINE
ARTWORKING PRINT
RETOUCHING
ANIMATION
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Julian Deleij
hello@juliandeleij.com
+31(0)642725997
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SKILLSET
This is an overview
of my skills

